In this work, we propose the notion of a Parse Condition-a logical condition that is satisfiable if and only if a given string w can be successfully parsed using a grammar G. Further, we propose an algorithm for building an SMT encoding of such parse conditions for LL(1) grammars and demonstrate its utility by building two applications over it: automated repair of syntax errors in Tiger programs and automated parser synthesis to automatically synthesize LL(1) parsers from examples. We implement our ideas into a tool, Cyclops, that is able to successfully repair 80% of our benchmarks (675 buggy Tiger programs), clocking an average of 30 seconds per repair and synthesize parsers for interesting languages from examples. Like verification conditions (encoding a program in logic) have found widespread applications in program analysis, we believe that Parse Conditions can serve as a foundation for interesting applications in syntax analysis.
Introduction
Writing and debugging parsers is remarkably painful-debugging conflicts in grammars remains an arduous activity even for experienced language designers [21] . The difficulty stems from the fact that all efficiently parsable languages, like LL(1), lack a simple syntactic identity-given a context-free grammar, it is not possible to deduce it to be LL(1) simply by examining its structure; successful construction of an LL(1) parse table is the test that a grammar needs to pass to qualify as LL (1) . In general, inferring whether an LL(1) grammar exists for a given language is undecidable [42] . Therefore, designing an LL(1) grammar for a given programming language construct is non-trivial; it takes multiple debugging cycles on parse table conflicts to design an LL(1) grammar. Not just programming language designers, but even students of courses in Compiler Theory also struggle when exposed to parsing algorithms [44, 43] .
In this paper, we propose the notion of a Parse Condition and also outline an algorithm to generate the same. Given a grammar G and an input string w, a parse condition is a logical formula that is satisfiable if and only if the parser (of a certain type, LL(1) in this paper) built using G accepts the string w. Readers familiar with symbolic verification should be able to draw parallels between parse conditions and verification conditions [9, 17] used in program verification: given a program P and a property Φ, the verification condition encodes the logical constraints for P to satisfy Φ. Like verification conditions have found immense applications in verification, synthesis and repair of programs, we found that parse conditions have applications in synthesis and repair of parsers.
To demonstrate the practical utility of parse conditions, we build a tool, Cyclops, that encodes the parse condition for LL(1) parsers as constraints for Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solvers. The encoding of the parse condition in Cyclops imbibes an end-to-end symbolic algorithm for syntax analysis-including an encoding of an LL grammar, the parse table and the actions needed to be taken by the parser to accept the subject string. This encoding of the parse conditions in Cyclops can be used in:
• Programming Language Design Programming language designers can use Cyclops for design exploration of parsable language constructs, to create languages or language extensions; Cyclops can ensure that the grammar necessarily remains LL(1) parsable and provides debugging support for conflicts (using formal artifacts like unsat cores and interpolants).
Automated Parser Synthesis Cyclops can be used to generate LL(1) parsers (and grammars)-automatically-from a set of example strings in the language ( §6.2);
Repair of Syntax Errors Given a set of token sequences that fail to parse on a grammar, Cyclops can synthesize syntactic repairs to allow successful parsing ( §6.1);
• Computer Science Education The symbolic encoding in Cyclops can encourage building of tools that assist students in understanding the complexities of LL (1) parsers; instructors can use such tools to automatically generate problem statements with certain properties (e.g. grammars that are LL(2) but not LL(1)).
Please note that the purpose of this symbolic encoding is not LL(1) parsing (there exist efficient polynomial time algorithms for the same) but the interesting applications enumerated above.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at building symbolic encoding of parser constraints; hence, there was no possibility for a comparison with another tool. We, instead, answer the following research questions:
Is the encoding useful at building interesting applications? We answer this by building two interesting applications (marked by above) over Cyclops in §6.2;
RQ2 [Scalability]
Is the encoding efficient enough for real-world applications? We were able to build a tool for repairing syntax errors for programs in the Tiger language [4] , spanning more than 90 productions ( §6.1). Cyclops is able to successfully repair 80% of our benchmarks, clocking an average of 30 seconds per repair.
We make the following contributions in this work:
• We define the notion of a parse condition to logically encode syntax analysis;
• We develop an algorithm for constructing parse conditions and instantiate our algorithm into our tool Cyclops;
• We demonstrate practical applications of our tool by building modules for automated parser synthesis and repair of syntax errors.
Background: LL(k) Parsing
The classical LL(k) parser [31] uses a top-down predictive parsing algorithm: commencing at the start symbol, the parser attempts to construct a parse tree such that its leaves-read from left to right-match the subject string. The algorithm is efficient as it avoids backtracking via the use of predictions : at each step of the parse, the parser consults a (carefully constructed) parse table to predict the "right" production rule to be used to expand a (non-terminal) node in the parse tree. An LL(k) parser consumes the input string from Left to right, using k tokens of lookahead (for prediction), constructing the Leftmost derivation.
Parse table construction, first and follow sets
The magic of LL parsing is hidden in the construction of the parse table. Construction of this table is driven by maintaining two sets, namely the first and follow sets. For a sentential form α, the first set denotes the set of all terminals that can be the first terminals to appear in a string derived from α. The follow set for a non-terminal X is the set of all terminals that can follow X in any leftmost derivation from the start symbol. Simply put, an LL(1) parse table predicts a rule X → α to be used with a single lookahead terminal a for expanding X if a ∈ First(α), or if ∈ First(α) and a ∈ Follow (X); an LL(k) parse table uses a lookahead of k terminals instead of a single terminal.
Parse table conflicts
Successful construction of LL(k) parse table certifies that the grammar as LL(k). Parse table construction fails, if at any point, the parse table is unsuccessful at predicting the "right" (at most one) production that must be used for some X, α pair, where X is the non-terminal candidate for expansion and α is the current lookahead string (of k terminals). In such cases, the parse table is said to have a conflict and the grammar is declared beyond LL(k).
Parse Condition: An Overview
A context-free grammar G is described by a tuple T , N , S, P , where T is a set of terminals, N is a set of non-terminals, S ∈ N is the start symbol and P is a set of production rules. Each (production) rule r ∈ P is described by a tuple H, B , where H ∈ N is the "head" of the rule and B is the "body" for the rule, described by a sequence of terminals and non-terminals (T ∪ N ∪ { }). We assume functions head(r) and body(r) to return the head and body for rule r respectively. We also assume symbol(r) to return all the symbols (head as well as the body) for rule r. • The grammar G is a B grammar; correspondingly, there exists a valid B parser, say Λ, for G;
• The parser Λ accepts the string ω.
In this paper, we discuss the encoding of LL(1)-Parse Conditions (simply referred to as Parse Condition subsequently) that is satisfiable if and only if G is an LL(1) grammar and the corresponding parser accepts ω.
The parse condition is composed of the following:
• G, ω and λ: Let G, ω, and λ be symbolic placeholders for the space of all possible grammars, strings, and LL(1) parse tables, respectively. These appear as free variables in the encoding of the parse condition: hence, asserting one of them allows us to infer the other. For example, asserting a set of input strings allows us to infer an LL(1) grammar and a valid LL(1) parse table (grammar and parser synthesis); asserting a correct grammar allows one to infer/repair an input string (repairing syntax errors).
• ParseTable: This encodes the space of all consistent pairs G, λ , such that the grammar G produces a valid parse • Parser : This is a symbolic encoding of the LL(1) parsing algorithm; given a (symbolic) grammar G, a (symbolic) parse table λ and a (symbolic) input string ω, Parser (G, λ, ω) encodes the steps (parsing actions) taken by the parser en route to accepting ω. The core parsing algorithm is encoded as a set these parsing actions. Parser (G, λ, ω) is satisfiable if and only if the constraint system allows for constructing a valid parse tree for the target string (ω) under an LL(1) parse table (λ). We describe the Parser constraints in §4.
Parse table constraints are enforced for the first and follow sets to ensure that there are no conflicts.
• First and Follow : These encode the set of all first and follow sets allowed by G, defined as fixpoint functions. We describe the first and follow set constraints in §5.1.
• Conflict: This encodes the condition that there is no first-first or first-follow conflict for the grammar G while creating the parse table λ. We describe the constraints for avoiding conflicts en route to building a valid parse table in §5.3.
A high-level encoding for parse condition is shown below: the parse condition on a grammar (G) and a string (ω) is satisfiable if and only if there exists a valid LL(1) parse table, λ, (λ satisfies P arseT able(G, λ)) and there exist a derivation of λ from G (i.e. Parser (G, λ, ω) holds). A parse table λ is valid if and only if it does not have a first-first or first-follow conflict (P arseT able(G, λ) holds).
Cyclops constructs a symbolic encoding for LL(1) as a set of SMT constraints. Figure 1 shows the high-level overview of our system: the grammar (G) and the target string (ω) appear as free variables in the encoding; asserting a target string allows one to generate an LL(1) grammar and parse table that accept the string (see §6.2); asserting a grammar allows one to generate a string (or repair a syntactically incorrect string) that is consistent with the provided grammar (see §6.1).
To allow for a bounded search, the grammar (G) is constrained by a grammar template that contains placeholders (symbolic variables) for each rule in the grammar: the template is defined via hyperparameters for the size and shape of the production rules (maximum number of productions, terminals, non-terminals and the maximum size of a production). As we discuss in the following sections, we use a parse array to encode a parse tree as an embedding.
Though we restrict the discussion in this paper to LL (1) be easily extended to the LL(k) case by using k terminals of lookahead instead of a single terminal. We describe our symbolic encoding of the LL(1) parsing algorithm in §4 and our symbolic encoding of the LL(1) parse table (along with first and follow sets) in §5.
Symbolic Encoding of LL(1) Parsing Actions
Cyclops is meant to be a symbolic encoding, serving applications other than parsing. Hence, instead of the classic LL(1) parsing algorithm, we had to design a quantifier-free first-order logic encoding that "simulates" an LL(1) parser on a symbolic string. Being a symbolic encoding, our algorithm (rather encoding) operates differently than the stack-based classic LL(1) parser: for example, we simulate rule selection from the parse table by a fixpoint constraint using witness encodings and the parsing tree as an embedding on an a symbolic array.
We explain our first-order encoding-operationally-as a guess-and-check algorithm: each symbolic variable can be seen as making a "guess" (or a non-deterministic choice); our first-order formula (for the encoding) would be satisfied only when the "guesses" of all the symbolic are correct, i.e. the set of "guesses" satisfy all the constraints. Please note that during the operational description, though we may refer to "reading" the string or "consulting" the parse table, the algorithm is actually operating over a set of symbolic objects-from the string being parsed to the parse table entries are all symbolic. The reader should see each guess by the algorithm as assignments that are (magically) all correct (as they are enforced by the constraint solver). For example, the formula ∃x, y. x + y > 28 can be seen as guessing values of x and y such that their sum exceeds 28; the "operational algorithm" represented by the formula will return a result only when the guesses are correct (i.e. when the formula is satisfiable); like x = 12, y = 50.
Our algorithm considers a parse valid if and only if we are able to construct a valid parse tree corresponding to the grammar G and the given string w. We consider a parse tree valid if and only if:
• The root node contains the start symbol;
• Each non-terminal is expanded using a production of G (as dictated by the parse table);
• Each non-terminal has children corresponding to the symbols appearing in one of its production rules;
• The leaves of the tree, read from left to right, correspond to the input string.
To enable the use of an SMT solver to compute a parse tree, we define an embedding of a linear array in a parse tree. Our symbolic parsing actions compute such a linear array, thereby generating the corresponding parse tree. Figure 2 provides a visual insight on the embedding.
For the start symbol S, we add an additional production S → S$ with the 'extended' start symbol S ; as this production is only applied once, occurrence of '$' signals the end of a successful parse. We also assume that the input string w is terminated by the special symbol '$'.
Embedding of a linear array in a parse tree
We define an embedding of a bounded size linear array [A 0 , . . . , A b ] into a parse tree Z (where the array size is b ≥ |Z| − 1) as follows:
• A 0 is mapped to the root node in the parse tree;
• For any node z ∈ Z with children c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m ,
where h is an additional node introduced in the parse tree, referred to as hole, shown via empty boxes in Figure 2 ). In other words, A i maps to the parse tree node that will be the ith node to be visited (not counting multiple visits to the same node) during a preorder depth-first traversal of the parse tree. The symbol nodes are not mapped. All elements A i , i > |Z| are mapped to a special (artificial) element, hole.
Therefore, the embedding is a sequence of parse tree nodes as they appear in the linear array. For example, in Figure 2 , we get a valid embedding (nodes numbered breadth-first) [z 1 , z 2 , z 4 , z 6 , z 10 , z 11 , z 14 , z 18 , z 19 , z 15 , z 7 , z 5 , z 8 , z 9 , z 12 , z 16 , z 17 , z 13 , z 3 , z h , z h ] where z h is an artificially introduced hole. Intuitively, the holes represent "unused" array slots.
Intuition on the embedding
The embedding can be viewed in another way: as a sequence of symbols listed in the order as they are popped off from the parsing stack during the classic LL(1) parsing algorithm. Hence, we can use this embedding to mimic the LL(1) parsing algorithm, while eliminating the need of maintaining a symbolic stack at each step of the parser.
Given a string w ∈ L(G), our symbolic parsing algorithm essentially searches for a valid embedding (of a parse tree) in a bounded size array that witnesses the derivation of w from the grammar G. We impose additional constraints to ensure that the tree is constructed using a valid LL(1) parse table.
We demonstrate the process using the example in Figure 2 and the grammar in Figure 4 . We maintain a parsing array [A 0 , A 1 , . . . , A b ], such that the symbol that gets popped off the parsing stack at the i th step occupies A i−1 . Parsing commences with the 'extended' start symbol S being the first symbol to be pushed, and then popped off the stack (in the first step). Hence, S gets placed at A 0 . Next, (like in the classical parser) we ask the parse table to guess a rule; in this case, it would guess the production rule for the extended start, S → S$. We, next, guess for the step number when each of the symbols in the rule body will be popped off the stack (when running the classical parser): it is obvious that S will be the very next symbol to be popped off; so we place it at A 1 . Let us assume that we guess that $ will be popped off at the 19 th step; hence, we place this symbol at A 18 . We, similarly, guess the rule to expand S: let us assume that we select S → AB and guess the positions A 2 for A and A 11 for B. Similarly, the other symbols get placed in the If our parsing array indeed represents an embedding of a valid parse tree ( Figure 2 via the dashed lines), we accept this sequence of guesses (or non-deterministic choices) as a valid parse. In our algorithm, the constraints of the embedding are encoded as constraints and we use an SMT solver to infer the "correct" guesses that produce a valid embedding. 
The encoding of the parsing algorithm
The following are the relevant functions that are used by our constraint system ( Figure 3 ):
• parseArray: the linear embedding of the parse tree;
• inputString: the string to be parsed;
• ip: position of the input pointer in inputString at the i th step of parsing; the lookahead symbol corresponding to the i th location in the parseArray is inputString(ip(i));
• end(i): the last location in parseArray containing the embedding of the subtree with root at parseArray(i);
• ParseTable(X, a) (see §5) -it provides the production rule to be used to expand the non-terminal X when a as the current lookahead symbol;
• prefixLimit: marks the end of parsing. For the extended grammar, prefixLimit is encoded as the first occurrence of '$' in parseArray that leads to a successful parse.
To begin with, we apply the predicate ValidAction(i) for each cell in the parsing array to ensure that every step taken by the parser is valid (Eqn. 1); in other words, it ensures that the parse array is a valid embedding in a parse tree. Note the difference between |parseArray| and prefixLimit: |parseArray| denoting the size of parseArray; is dictated by the user and denotes the maximum size of the parse tree that can be successfully "computed"; prefixLimit is a component of the solution to the constraint set, denoting the actual size of the successfully constructed parse tree (Eqn. 1).
Throughout the discussion, n indicates the maximum number of symbols in the body of any production rule (unequally sized rules are padded with ); n is provided by the user as a hyperparameter.
The predicate ValidAction works as follows (Eqn. 2).
• If the current symbol in parseArray is a terminal: this terminal is "stored" in the current position in inputString and the input pointer is advanced;
• If the current symbol is a non-terminal: Cyclops "guesses" a rule r : X → Y 1 . . . Y n to expand in consultation with the ParseTable, along with "start" positions in the parseArray where the children parse trees corresponding to the symbols in the body of the selected production are to be embedded. The input pointer, ip, remains unmodified in this case. ApplyProd (Eqn. 3) encodes the application of the selected rule r : X → Y 1 . . . Y n by setting constraints on each symbol in the body, Y i , of the rule using ApplySymb-enforcing the following constraints (Eqn. 4):
-If Y i is a terminal or the end-of-string marker ($), the symbol is locked on the current location in parseArray and the start of the parse (sub)tree of the next symbol is constrained to start from the next slot;
-If Y i is a non-terminal, it is locked on the current location in parseArray and the start of the parse (sub)tree of next symbol is constrained to start from the next slot; the end of the current symbol is constrained to just before the start of the embedding of its sibling;
-If Y i is , the start of its next sibling is constrained to start from the current position (as -symbols are not recorded in the parseArray).
Finally, we constrain the first element of parseArray to the 'extended' start symbol S , the first element of ip to 0 (lookahead for the first parsing step) and constrain the parse tree to at most the size of the parseArray to initiate the parsing process (Eqn. 5).
Symbolic encoding of the LL(1) Parse Table
We encode an LL(1) parse table as a function, ParseTable(X, t), that maps a non-terminal (X) and a lookahead terminal (t) to a production rule, or error. This encoding constrains the system to valid LL(1) parse tables such that a cell is occupied by at most one production.
Encoding of the first and follow sets
The first sets can be computed as the least fixpoint over these constraints:
A → C p [2] | D E [3] B → r S [4] | [5] C → l S [6] D → [7] E → [8] Figure 4:
EpInFirst 0 (X) = true, if there exists a rule X → false, otherwise (7)
Figure 5: First set witness functions
The first sets of the non-terminals can be computed as the least fixpoint over a set of constraints; we encode this problem as computing the least fixpoint on the lattice (T ∪ N , ), where F irst(Y i ) F irst(X) if and only if Y i appears as the first symbol in a sentential form derived from X. We formulate it as generating a witness for an ascending chain that eventually stabilizes (as discussed above).
For the first set constraints, t ∈ First(X), the witness generation is essentially a search for a path from a production with X ∈ N as its head to a production with a body that (explicitly) derives t as a first terminal in any one of its strings. We will refer to this path as the witness for t ∈ First(X). Figure 5 shows our encoding for the witness functions; these functions compute a symbol that acts as a link in the sequence of reasons to form the witness for the relation t ∈ First(X). The core constraints use two helper functions:
• FirstSetWitness r,i (X, t) : Given a rule r and a symbol Y i in the body of the rule, this function attempts to find whether First(Y i ) ⊆ First(X); if it is indeed the case, then Y i can be attributed as one of the reasons why the terminal t was introduced in the first set of X.
• EpInFirst i (X): The function EpInFirst 0 (X) would evaluate to true if we can infer that ∈ First(X) by a single production rule (like X → ). In the same vein, EpInFirst i (X) would evaluate to true iff we infer ∈ First(X) via a sequence of less than or equal to i production rules, each such sequence terminating with an empty production.
We encode the predicate FirstSet(X, t) such that it is satisfiable if and only if t ∈ First(X). To infer whether ∈ First(X), we invoke EpInFirst |N | (X) in a search of a sequence of production rules that could witness the derivation of from X. Note that any such sequence that could derive from X cannot be longer than the number of non-terminals.
t ∈ First(X) ≡ FirstSet(X, t) = ∃ r0, i0 , r1, i1 , . . . , y0, y1, . . .
To infer whether t ∈ T is in First(X), we search over all production rules r : X → Y 1 Y 2 . . . Y n ∈ P where X appears as the head of a rule, and over all (non-) symbols Y i in the body of such productions, to uncover a sequence of rules that could witness t ∈ First(X).
The existential in Eqn. 10 attempts to guess a sequence of tuples r, i (of length at most the number of non-terminals, k = |N |) that could witness the derivation of t ∈ First(X).
The follow sets can be computed as the least fixpoint over these constraints:
1. $ ∈ Follow (S), where S is the start symbol
We omit the details of the encoding for brevity.
Encoding least fixpoints as SMT constraints
We encode our fixpoint equations by explicitly unrolling the fixpoint iterations to a bounded depth. Consider computing fixpoint solution for a function f (x) over a lattice (D, ) , where is a ordering relation over the domain D; the fixpoint can be computed by searching for an ascending chain that eventually stabilizes:
Any satisfying solution to this unrolling would certainly be a fixpoint solution-but not necessarily the least fixpoint! We use a fundamental result from Tarski's fixpoint theorem [45] that states that any such (ascending) chain is guaranteed to terminate at the least fixpoint if a 0 = ⊥. Note that this encoding of least fixpoints for SMT solvers essentially generates a satisfying solution corresponds to the witness [a 0 = ⊥, a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a i ] for the chain that culminates to the least fixpoint. Intuitively, the witness encodes a sequence of reasons as to why a i is the least fixpoint: as the element a i−1 was on the list (chain), and so on till we reach the bottom element a 0 = ⊥. We use such (a sequence of) witnesses for computing the first and follow sets.
Please note that we need to encode the least fixpoint computation right in the parse condition-not simply compute a least fixpoint solution for a given set of constraints. For example, for parser synthesis, we search in the space of all grammars, and the first and follow set constraints may differ for each point in the search space. Hence, we pose it as a search for an ascending chain (from the bottom element) that eventually stabilizes. 
The encoding of the parse table
We encode ParseTable(X, t) as (where FiS stands for FirstSet and FoS stands for FollowSet):
As ParseTable is defined as a function, if the implication conditions turn true for multiple rules for the same X, t pair, the above constraint will turn unsatisfiable (as a function can take only a single value for the same arguments)-this exactly signifies a parse table conflict (inability to construct a valid LL(1) parse table). For example, if First(α 1 , t) causes ParseTable(X,t)=r 1 and First(α 2 , t) causes ParseTable(X,t)=r 2 , it would indicate a first-first conflict.
To summarize, the constraint system for Cyclops ensures that a valid LL(1) parser can be constructed for the grammar and a valid parse tree can be constructed for the subject string dictated by the parse table.
Applications
We implemented Cyclops in Python using the Z3 4.4.2 [13] SMT solver. We ran our experiments on a Linux container with a 2.4 GHz Intel processor and 198 GB main memory. We now demonstrate the two applications that we built on Cyclops.
Our SMT encoding is built on the theory of linear integer arithmetic and uninterpreted functions. We do not use the array theory; arrays are implemented as uninterpreted functions. We use Z3 with E-matching [38, 37, 3] based quantifier instantiation (disabled mbqi and auto config) with carefully selected triggers via the pattern construct.
Repairing Tiger Programs
Given a string w as a sequence of tokens 1 [w 0 , . . . , w n ] and a parser (a grammar G and its LL(1) parse table) such that w / ∈ L(G), we attempt to find mutations to w such that it is accepted by G. We allow replacement (changing a token to another), deletion (dropping a token) and insertion (addition of a new token) as repairs to the existing token sequence. Our repair algorithm asserts the parse table and the parsing algorithm constraints, and treats (parts of) the input string as free variables to synthesize possible mutations. Using an SMT solver on the Parse Condition allows us to efficiently traverse the mutation space of the program in search of a string (token sequence) that is accepted by the grammar (i.e., is syntactically correct).
The Tiger programming language [4] grammar contains 91 productions, with the size of their bodies having at most 5 symbols. We use JavaCC [23] for the lexical analysis phase to get a sequence of terminals. We use a slightly modified grammar of this language than what is provided in [41] (as the given grammar was not exactly LL(1)).
Fault Localization
We use the JavaCC parser for fault localization: whenever the JavaCC parser halts with a parse error, we mark the position of the respective token in the input string as suspicious and then, use Cyclops to search for a possible mutation (replacement, deletion or insertion of a new terminal) at the suspicious location that allows for a successful parse. An alternative could have been to use a statistical fault localizer, in which case one could also have false positives (i.e. locations marked suspicious when they are not). Our repair algorithm is oblivious to the fault localization engine used.
Repair Algorithm
We draw a core insight from the properties of predictive parsing: the parsing (and the constructed parse tree) is correct till a "buggy" token appears as a lookahead symbol. We use this insight to prune away any prefix of the parseArray that does not depend on a suspicious symbol as a lookahead from the search space of potential repairs; this prefix is constructed by running the string on a conventional LL(1) parser till a suspicious terminal, say t, appears in the lookahead. We, then, query Cyclops to synthesize the following sequence of symbols in the parse array, till the location where t appears.
Let us use Figure 6 to illustrate our algorithm. Our subject string, inputString, has two errors: 'var' must be replaced with 'array' and 'of' must be inserted in the string. We show the partially filled parseArray in blue till var appears as a lookahead symbol: these elements are asserted non-mutable in parseArray. Cyclops now attempts to synthesize a mutation to the existing parse tree (embedded in parseArray)-searching for possible mutations to compute a valid subtree (of the parse tree) that would generate the next x terminals past this suspicious location (shown in pink ). In our example, it find a consistent solution by mutating one location for var (marked in gray ), along with a few mutations in the parse tree (not shown); as a side-effect, it also computes a relevant value of prefixLimit to hold this valid prefix of the parse.
We request Cyclops to synthesize the parseArray upto x symbols past a suspicious location (which are also asserted to the necessary terminals) to enable enough context for a successful parse; for our experiments, small values of 5 for the initial and 3 for the last few locations were enough to give us a good repair rate. Of course, the above scheme is based on the hypothesis that a string can be repaired simply by ensuring that the prefixes of the string are valid (i.e. for a prefix α, there exists a suffix β such that αβ ∈ L(G)).
Continuing with the example, once Cyclops returns the repair, the synthesized terminal is asserted non-mutable and a new prefix of parseArray is generated till the next suspicious location (i.e. ':') appears as the lookahead. This is a false positive from the localization module; so Cyclops is able to verify that the prefix is valid without any mutations, thereby correctly identifying it as a false positive. Similarly the last location is handled. It is possible that a prefix α is valid (anticipating a following suffix β such that αβ ∈ L(G)), but the actual suffix γ, αγ / ∈ L(G): in such cases, Cyclops backtracks a bounded number of times to synthesize a different repair.
To enforce validity check on the prefix, we set the value for prefixLimit depending on the selected value of x instead of the end of the string in Eqn 3.
An interesting aspect of this algorithm is that it is almost independent of the length of the input string. The cost of SMT solving is dependent mostly on the parameter x which can be tuned for a given grammar.
Evaluation
We evaluated our scheme on a set of benchmarks (Tiger programs) from [19] . An automatic mutation tool was used to randomly insert faults: one error, either replacement of a token by another, deletion of a token or insertion of an arbitrary token. We created 5 buggy versions corresponding to each fault-type on a set of 45 Tiger programs-creating a set of 675 buggy programs. Table 1 shows the summary of our results for each fault class: TO denotes the percentage of benchmarks that timeout within a time budget of 2.5 minutes; all the remaining statistics provide a percentage over benchmarks that do not timeout. Time is the average time per repair, Localization Recall is the percentage of benchmarks where our JavaCC based error localizer is able to predict the correct error location. Repair Rate shows the percentage of benchmarks where we were able to generate a correct repair patch. Overall we were able to successfully repair over 80% of our benchmark programs, clocking an average of 30 seconds per repair. To test the response of our tool on programs that use almost all constructs of the Tiger grammar, we created a larger and more complex Tiger program (containing almost all possible constructs like arrays, functions, for loops, while loops, conditionals, various types of declarations and records) by borrowing statements corresponding to different constructs from our set of 49 programs. We then randomly injected various bugs (insertion, deletion and replacements) to create 9 buggy versions of this program. Cyclops could repair 7 of these 9 programs within the timeout of 2.5 minutes, with an average repair time of 48.5 seconds. This also supports our hypothesis that the algorithm is almost independent of the length of the input string, since the repair times were almost similar.
Parser Synthesis
Given a set of positive examples (ω i ∈ ξ), Cyclops asserts the symbolic encoding for the first and follow constraints (F irst(G), F ollow(G)), the parse table constraints (P arseT able(G, λ)) and a (renamed) instance of the embedding/parsing algorithm (P arseCondition(G, ω)) for each positive string ω i ∈ ξ. In this case, we assert ξ while the grammar G appears free (hence, synthesized). We require separate instances of P arseCondition(G, ω) as each string would construct a distinct parse tree, and hence, we need to search for a different embedding in each case.
We use our tool in two modes:
• Assert all the parsing constraints for all the positive strings at once, with a single call to ChkSat(); strings in the language, hence eliminating the need for a grammar to be provided. Moreover, the grammar is guaranteed to be an LL(1) grammar (note that the existence of an LL(1) grammar for a given language is undecidable). For synthesizing parsers from a set of examples: Jain et al. [22] use a user-defined knowledgebase of grammar rules to drive a backtracking based search through a bottom-up parser to discover a possible parse; in this scheme, success of the algorithm depends on user-interaction in terms of construction of a good knowledge base of grammar rules to be used in the search. Mernick et al. [36] use genetic programming to infer an LR(1) parser from a given set of examples; given a candidate grammar, the fitness function was designed to capture the number of examples that could be parsed by an LR(1) parser built from the grammar.
Parsify [30] uses the A* search algorithm along with visual environment for user feedback to generate parsers; we feel that combining our symbolic technique with AI techniques (like A*) is a promising direction for parser synthesis. Parsimony [29] improves upon Parsify with ability to synthesize lexers and uses a CYK automata for a more robust search for generalizations. There have also been proposals that directly employ a parser to search over repair actions [14, 16, 11] . It is interesting to see how these ideas can be borrowed into the symbolic encoding. For example, our idea of verification on a k-length lookahead is similar to the idea of validation or parser check : the parser is restarted with a repair action applied; the repair is accepted if the parser runs successfully for a sizable length of the subsequent input. In our case, this check amounts to an SMT query rather than a parser invocation.
In the direction of the use of symbolic methods for analyzing context-free languages, CFGAnalyzer [5] provides a SAT encoding for answering questions like inclusion, intersection and equivalence for context-free grammars; the SAT encoding is designed to search for a string of a bounded size that satisfies a given property (like a counterexample that two provided grammars are not equivalent). For the purpose, they translate the provided grammar to a (modified) Chomsky Normal Form (CNF) and then encode the CYK algorithm. Our work attempts to answer questions on more constrained context-free grammars (i.e. LL(1)), and, thus, requires encoding of the (more involved) LL(1) parsing algorithm. Also, we attempt to reason on the parser based on a given grammar; hence, Cyclops reasons on the grammar and not just on the language-this requirement forbids translation to any "normal forms" for reasoning. There are other works [26, 40, 27] that again use the CYK algorithm for building constraint solvers providing context-free grammar constraints. Madhavan et al. [33] propose a solution to the problem of grammar equivalence by giving an effective testing scheme which efficiently enumerates strings from a given language and a decision procedure for proving equivalence of two grammars which is complete for LL grammars.
Repair tools for semantic errors using symbolic techniques (like [32, 47] ) implicitly assume that the program has no syntax errors and use (symbolic) executions of the program to fix semantic errors (given a formal specification of correctness). Of course, we can use our tool in the following iterative mode to fix both syntactic and semantic errors: given a formal specification of correctness, one can feed the (potentially) repaired program from Cyclops to a program verifier to check if the fix satisfies the specification; if not, Cyclops is requested for different fix (from the space of all possible fixes). Again note that verifiers do not accept programs with syntax errors; so Cyclops, coupled with a verifier, can fix both syntax and semantic errors.
As writing parsers is a complex activity, Isradisaikul et al. [21] attempt to assist in debugging conflicts by counterexamples from a parser run. As a parse conditions encodes the parser runs on all possible strings, they can also assist in such debugging activities by extracting the smallest counterexample and localizing a conflict to a smaller set of the grammar rules that are inconsistent (by extracting entities like unsat cores).
Discussion
Our algorithms borrow heavily from symbolic techniques in program analysis and verification, especially from symbolic techniques for bounded model checking of programs using SAT/SMT solvers. Drawing parallels, one can view our work as an attempt to design verification conditions for parsers: as verification conditions capture the adherence of a program to a property, our encoding captures whether a string is parsable by a given parser. Like verification conditions have found extensive applications in verification [9, 28] , debugging [6, 25, 32] , repair [35] and testing [12, 18] of programs, we believe that Parse Conditions can borrow from these ideas (for programs) to solve many more interesting problems in parsing.
We provide a couple of preliminary applications of parse conditions to illustrate its utility at solving interesting problems. However, similar to verification conditions, which though being conceived by Hoare's axiomatic formulation in 1969 [20] , is still testing researchers on applications to large problems even after being in existence for about 50 years (while fueling innovations like abstraction-refinement [8] and proof-guided abstractions [34] ), parsing conditions would also need further innovations to be applied to still larger problems. This paper is just the first step!
